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Revolutionary Epoxy Solution for Fiberglass Glass Repair
Dc Dynamis, epoxy manufacturer based in Florida, introduce DYNAPOX® EPOXY Fiberglass Repair
Kit to complete its already well known and recognized line of boat repair epoxy line. DYNAPOX®
EPOXY solution is composed of unique agents that produce a much stronger finish fiberglass. It is
highly resistant to fresh water and salt water in tidal, splash or weather zones.

Venice, FL, September 10, 2009 – Dc Dynamis releases DYNAPOX® EPOXY, an epoxy
solution made of a unique combination of agents that is developed to be resistant to fresh and
salt water. DYNAPOX® EPOXY is formulated for repairing molded fiberglass body panels to
which traditional epoxy resin will not adhere or resist salt water.
DYNAPOX® EPOXY unique formulation is specifically developed to repair boats, personal
watercrafts, jet skis, surfboards, water skis, canoes, and kayaks. DYNAPOX® EPOXY is offered
as a convenient kit for less than $50. The Epoxy repair kit contains everything needed to make a
fiberglass repair; including but not limited to cloth, spatula, paintbrush, resin, putty, mixing cups,
spreader and simple step-by-step instructions for making repairs. “Our high success with our
epoxy line for the boat industry enticed us to develop a kit that is easy for boaters and sea lovers
to take with them in their tool and repair kit” says John Caramanian, President of DeCara,
Dynamis. The epoxy, adhesive and coating line includes many products that are easy to apply,
chemical resistant, sagging free, and weather resistant. Dc Dynamis product line is continually
expanding. Dc Dynamis also offer custom formulation if products are not currently available.
Many colors and pot life are available to fit any needs.
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For additional information on Dynamis new line of epoxies for the boat industry, contact Eric
DeGrave / Nadia Vizza or visit www.dcdynamis.com. All epoxy products are user-friendly, no
blush, no-sag, no shrinkage, corrosion resistant, fresh water and salt water
resistant, custom formulated, chemical resistant, solvent-free, non-flammable, low/no odor,
interior & exterior durability, wear resistant, weather proof and stain resistant.

ABOUT DeCara, Inc. dba Dynamis - Inventor, innovator and manufacturer of epoxies, epoxy
coatings and adhesive, and epoxy resins for over 50 years. DeCara, Inc. headquarters is located
on the Florida Gulf Coast Area in Venice. Dynamis strives for quality in their products and
services. Dynamis offers a complete line of epoxies ranging from adhesives, coatings, paint,
resins, sealers and compounds from the automobile industry to the marine, electrical or
construction industry. Dynamis continuously innovates by offering custom epoxy products to fulfill
the most unique needs. Dynamis epoxies are tested under specific conditions before being
released publicly.
For more information about Dynamis, please visit www.dcdynamis.com
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